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Introduction to PPS
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■ Near beam proton spectrometer at IP5 of the LHC 
■ Conceived as common project between CMS and TOTEM, TDR in 2014 [CERN-LHC-2014-021] 
■ Tracking and timing detectors in Roman Pot stations few mm away from beam, ~210-220 m from IP 
■ Designed to operate at full LHC luminosity 

■ Initial data taking in 2016 using existing TOTEM silicon strips (~15 fb-1) 
■ Commissioning dataset to establish safe Roman Pot insertions, detector operations, alignment and optics 

corrections procedures 
■ 2017+2018 ~100 fb-1 collected with PPS using upgraded detectors 

Introduction – PPS apparatus

Joint CMS + TOTEM project including horizontal Roman Pots (RPs) within the CMS environment

started in early LHC run 2 (2016), thanks to TOTEM silicon strips availability
horizontal RPs equipped with RF shields
several detection technologies used all along this period
over 15 + 40 + 60 fb≠1 collected in 2016, 2017, and 2018, as standard CMS subsystem
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Principles of operation / detectors types

Tracking detectors
measurement of proton tracks displacement with respect to the beam direction, translated
into energy-momentum loss through knowledge of the beamline lattice

Timing detectors
2-arms measurement used in time-of-flight computation of interaction longitudinal position
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Detectors on either side of CMS ~210-220 m from IP (diagram just shows one side of CMS) 
Each side called an arm
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Physics program
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Physics motivations

– Study the colourless interactions, where large rapidity gaps are expected
(e.g. the P PP processes)
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– In particular, two-photon interactions:

– Precision measurement of the + process
– Search for anomalous behaviours of the VV couplings (AQGCs)
– Probe the 750 GeV two-photon mass region (e.g. arXiv:1512.05751)

– New resonances searches through CEPs
– CoM system precisely known (overconstrained central system)

– LHC as a gluon-gluon collider:
– Study the pQCD behaviour of exclusive productions
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An alternative method developed to dynamically determine the alignment of the CDF RP Spectrometer
at the Tevatron is also briefly described below. This is a self-consistent data-driven method, and it uses
an in-situ calibration to perform the alignment. It uses the fact that in the proximity of |t| = 0, the
|t|-distribution can be represented as d�/dt = Ne�b|t|, where N is an arbitrary normalization factor and
b the slope of the distribution. Alignment is achieved by seeking the maximum of the d�/dt distribution
at |t| = 0. The implementation of the alignment method consists of introducing software offsets in
the X and Y coordinates of the tracking detectors with respect to the physical beam-line position, and
iteratively adjusting them until a maximum for d�/dt at |t| = 0 (or of the dominant slope b) is found.
The (x, y) position for which this happens corresponds to that of the aligned tracking detector. This
method is limited by the size of the data sample, the detector resolution, and the variations of the beam
position during data taking. A resolution of ' 60 µm has been obtained at the Tevatron; for the LHC
beam optics and energy, and with the new CT-PPS detector resolution, the accuracy has not yet been
estimated. The method is discussed in detail in Ref. [14].

Relative alignment between the tracking and the timing stations is not discussed here. More details can
be found in Section 5.2.5.

2.8 Physics processes

Study of physics processes with forward protons may extend the physics reach of the LHC experiments.
Here, we consider two physics cases that address different issues: exclusive dijet and exclusive WW
production. These processes will allow us to investigate central exclusive production with both protons
measured in the mass region above 300 GeV, as well as to learn about rates, backgrounds, and operational
aspects of the forward detectors. Knowledge already gained in operating the TOTEM experiment during
Run 1, and the experience of the combined CMS-TOTEM data-taking will be used. The exclusive
dijets produced in gluon-gluon fusion will allow improving our understanding of the proton structure as
well as of the transition between non-perturbative and perturbative QCD. These jets are predicted to be
nearly 100% gluon jets with a small admixture of bb̄. The more rare high-energy two-photon exclusive
production of �� !WW will extend the possibility to study quartic gauge-couplings as well as to study
deviations from the expected WW mass spectrum due to possible new BSM physics. Schematic leading-
order diagrams of these two processes are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Leading order diagrams for exclusive dijet (left) and exclusive WW (right) production in pp
collisions.

2.8.1 Central exclusive dijet production

In exclusive dijet production both protons escape intact the hard interaction, and a two-jet system is
centrally produced, pp ! p0JJp0. Exclusive production may occur through a t-channel two-gluon ex-
change at leading order in perturbative QCD as shown schematically in Figure 24 (left). This process is
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• Advantages of detecting forward protons and matching to the central system 

• Strong background suppression 

• Event-by-event constraints on √s of the interaction, independent of final state 

• Reduced theory uncertainties related to dissociation of the protons

• Electroweak physics: diboson and dilepton 
production, searches for anomalous couplings 

• QCD & top: dijet, trijet, tt production… 

• BSM direct searches: new resonances, missing 
mass…

• High energy γγ or gg interactions, with intact protons

Physics Program
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■ High energy 𝜸𝜸 or gg interactions, with intact protons 
■ Very clean signature, no underlying event  

Electroweak physics: diboson and dilepton production, 
searches for anomalous couplings 

QCD, top: dijet, trijet, tt production; can obtain gluon jet 
sample with small quark jet component 

BSM direct searches: new resonances, missing mass…

■ Advantages of detecting forward protons and matching to central system 
■ Strong background suppression 
■ Event-by-event constraints on the invariant mass of 𝜸𝜸 or gg interaction, independent of final state 
■ Reduced theory uncertainties related to dissociation of the protons 



Experimental Challenges
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■ Non-standard use of LHC: magnetic proton spectrometer, need to understand LHC optics 
■ Need to operate detectors few mm from beam to maximize mass acceptance 

■ Use Roman Pots to move detectors in and out of beam line, only inserted once beams stable 
■ Limit impedance introduced by beam pocket with improved RF shielding of Roman Pots 

■ Need to withstand high radiation levels 
■ For 100 fb-1, proton flux up to 5x1015 p/cm2 in tracking detectors, 

■ Must reject background in high pileup LHC running (<µ>~30 in 2018) 
■ To do this use proton momentum information determined from tracking detectors and proton time-of-flight 

determined from timing detectors 

Tracking sensors

Roman Pots for 
tracking stations:

RF shield 
to reduce 
Impedance

Detectors in 
secondary vacuum to  
separate from LHC 
vacuum

proton beam



Detector Technologies for Run 2
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■ 2016 
■ Tracking: 2 stations of TOTEM silicon strips (10 planes), σ ~ 12 um, designed by TOTEM for low-lumi           

running (no multi-tracking, radiation damage at 5 x 1014  p/cm2) 
■ Timing: diamond timing detectors with small amount of data (operational after 2016 TS2) 

■ 2017 
■ Tracking: 1 station of silicon strips, 1 station of 3D pixels (6 planes, same readout as CMS phase 1 central 

pixel), σx ~ 15 um, σy ~ 30 um, pixels have multi-track capability 
■ Timing: 1 station with 3 planes of single-layer diamond with expected 𝛿t~80 ps/plane + 1 plane of UFSD 

with 𝛿t ~30/plane,  

■ 2018 
■ Tracking: Two stations of 3D pixels 
■ Timing: 1 station of 4 diamond planes (2 single-sided planes, 2 double-sided planes) 

Description below for one side of CMS, same for other side



Tracking efficiency studies
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Damage strongly localised, ~10-15 pixels affected -> RPs lifted by 1 mm during TS2

                          Overall RP efficiency (at least 3 planes per track) :    

Pixel detector -  Efficiency and Radiation Damage

x [mm]x [mm]

x [mm] x [mm]

First run after TS2 +4.0 fb

+8.0 fb +11.7 fb

Inefficient spot before RP lift in TS2 Second inefficient spot before BX shift

y [mm]

y [mm]

y [mm]

y [mm]

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

Pixel detector -  Tracks vs PU

Single track

Empty events 

Two tracks

Single track

in events with activity 

in the pot

The number of tracks reconstructed by the 

pixel detector shows a clear correlation with 

the number of PU events.

Due to the high pile-up of this year, the 

percentage of single tracks for events 

with activity in the pot goes down to 40%, 

showing the advantage of a pixel detector 

w.r.t. a strip one.

Percentage of showers – tracks ≥ 5 (black 

points) is directly proportional to PU and at 

the maximum luminosity reaches 10%.

Showers

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

Damage strongly localised, ~10-15 pixels affected -> RPs lifted by 1 mm during TS2

                          Overall RP efficiency (at least 3 planes per track) :    

Pixel detector -  Efficiency and Radiation Damage

x [mm]x [mm]

x [mm] x [mm]

First run after TS2 +4.0 fb

+8.0 fb +11.7 fb

Inefficient spot before RP lift in TS2Inefficient spot before RP lift in TS2 Second inefficient spot before BX shift

y [mm]

y [mm]

y [mm]

y [mm]

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

■ Inefficiency in strips due to no multi-
tracking capability  

■ At pileup of 50, silicon strips 
reconstruct 30% of signal protons  

■ Not an issue with pixels 

■ Impact from radiation damage 
reduced when switching to pixels 

■ However, the non-uniform radiation 
does effect readout chip for pixels 

■ To mitigate the damage tracking 
stations lifted during technical stops 

Silicon Strips : track reconstruction efficiency VS pileup

Strips (alone) cannot reconstruct more than one track 
per event.

The reconstruction efficiency is evaluated as ratio of 
“not empty event & one track reconstructed” and “not empty event” 

Sector 45

Sector 56

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

11.7 fb-1 after TS2, 2nd 
inefficiency spot

Radiation damage from 
pre-TS2

Outside of radiation damage region 
pixel efficiency very high
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Reconstructed Tracks, 2018
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RP for tracking stations RP for timing stations

Each unit includes 3 RPs (1 horizontal and 2 
vertical for alignment runs only). 

The tracking RPs are equipped with a thin 
window 150 μm thick towards the beam. The CT-PPS RPs are inserted at ~15σ from the 

LHC beam in standard high luminosity fills.

RF shield

Only one inserted 
for high lumi runs

New cylindrical design to host larger detectors 
and reduce the impedance and increase 
available space.

•The timing RPs are equipped with a 300 μm thick 
window towards the beam.
•The thickness is required to compensate the pressure 
gradient on the larger window. 

•No vertical stations needed because the alignment is 
done by propagating tracks from the tracking stations.

Horizontal

Bottom

Top

Set of movable detectors to approach the beam.

Roman Pot stations

Right arm, Sector 56

Similar distributions in left arm, Sector 45, see backup slides
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Figure 3. Schematic layout of the silicon strip detectors in one RP station. Both the horizontal
RP and the vertical RPs, which are used only for special low-luminosity calibration fills, are shown.
In the top RP, the silicon strips oriented at +45◦ and −45◦ angles are indicated by the diagonal
lines. Tracks in the overlap region, indicated by the shaded area, are used to perform a relative
alignment of the RPs in the calibration fills.

of the spectrometer with respect to the beam. An overview of the procedure is given here;

more details are available in ref. [20].

The alignment procedure consists of two conceptually distinct parts:

• Alignment in a special, low-luminosity calibration fill (“alignment fill”), where RPs

are inserted very close to the beam (about 5 σ).

• Transfer of the alignment information to the standard, high-luminosity physics fills.

3.1 Alignment fill

The first step is the beam-based alignment, the purpose of which is to establish the position

of the RPs with respect to the LHC collimators and the beam. It takes place only once per

LHC optics setting. In this procedure, the TOTEM vertical RPs [19] (cf. figure 3) are used

together with the horizontal CT-PPS RPs. The beam is first scraped with the collimators

so that it develops a sharp edge. Then each RP is moved in small (approximately 10 µm)

steps until it is in contact with the edge of the beam, which generates a rapid increase in

the rate observed in the beam-loss monitors close to CT-PPS. At this point, each RP is at

the same distance (in units of σ) as the collimator, i.e. the RP is at the edge of the shadow

cast by the collimator. The necessity to get very close to the beam stems from the need
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Reconstructing protons in PPS
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To first order:

Proton reconstruction needs:
- RP alignment: mostly (x,y) shifts. 
- Optics calibration: dispersion Dx(ξ), etc. 

Hit map (x,y):

X

Optics parametrisation:

RP IP

Proton kinematics:

Acceptance for two tagged protons from MX ~ 400 
GeV – 2 TeV, depending on machine optics.

IP

Near Far

p*
p

LHC magnet lattice 
(optics)

2 Detector and Physics Performance

A discussion of the performance of the CT-PPS tracking and timing detectors is presented. Specifically,
the feasibility is discussed of measuring central exclusive production of dijets through gluon-gluon inter-
action, and central exclusive production of W boson pairs in two-photon interactions, in the experimental
conditions foreseen for Run 2.

A brief description of the beam optics is provided in Section 2.1, details of the simulated samples are
given in Section 2.2, detector acceptance and resolution are presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The
estimate of the machine-induced background is described in Section 2.6, and the RP alignment in Sec-
tion 2.7. Finally, the sensitivity of CT-PPS to the two reference physics processes mentioned above is
discussed in Section 2.8.

2.1 Beam optics

The proposed forward tracking and timing detector stations are to be installed in the regions located at
approximately z=204 m and z=215 m from the IP, in both beam directions downstream of the central
detector. Protons that have lost energy in the primary interaction emerge laterally after passing through
the bending magnets. At z=204-215 m one can detect protons that have lost a few percent (' 3� 20%)
of the initial beam energy.

The trajectory of protons produced with transverse position (x⇤, y⇤) and angle (⇥⇤
x,⇥⇤

y) at the IP location
(the ’⇤’ superscript indicates the IP location at IP5) is described by the equation

~d = T · ~d⇤ , (2.1)

where the vector ~d = (x,⇥x, y,⇥y,�p/p) and T is the transport matrix; p and �p denote the nominal
beam momentum and the proton longitudinal momentum loss, respectively. The transport matrix is
defined by the optical functions as:

T =

0

BBBBBBBBB@

vx Lx m13 m14 Dx

dvx
ds

dLx
ds m23 m24

dDx
ds

m31 m32 vy Ly Dy

m41 m42

dvy

ds
dLy

ds
dDy

ds

0 0 0 0 1

1

CCCCCCCCCA

(2.2)

where the magnification vx,y =
p

�x,y/�⇤ cos ��x,y, and the effective length Lx,y =
p

�x,y�⇤ sin��x,y

are functions of the betatron amplitude �x,y and the relative phase advance up to the RP location
��x,y =

R RP
IP

ds
�(s)x,y

. Together with the dispersion Dx,y (where nominally Dy = 0), they are of particu-
lar importance for the reconstruction of the proton kinematics. In these studies, a proton beam energy of
6.5 TeV with the LHC standard optics files (v6.5) is used.

Figure 4 shows the values of the effective lengths in x and y (Lx and Ly) and the corresponding disper-
sions (Dx and Dy) as a function of ⇠ = �p/p (momentum loss of the surviving proton) at the detector
location at z=204 m. These values, together with the beam widths and divergences, determine accep-
tance and resolution for the proton kinematic variables t (four-momentum transfer squared) and ⇠. In
the present study, no uncertainty in the optical function is assumed. Once data-taking starts, the optical
functions (and their resolutions) will be determined from the beam optics actually used for any given fill,
according to the method discussed in Ref. [1].

The configuration of the LHC beam-line around the CMS IP is shown in Figure 5 for z > 0.
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Proton reconstruction: 
Determining proton momentum from track position
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■ Final physics variable of interest is proton fractional momentum loss 
■ From ξ can determine invariant mass and rapidity of proton collision 

■ Mass acceptance for 2 tagged protons ~400-2000 GeV 
■ Lower limit determined from how close to the beam we can get 
■ Upper limit from collimators 

■ 2 crucial ingredients to determine ξ 
■ aligned track positions at RP 
■ precise knowledge of LHC optics and dispersion
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The configuration of the LHC beam-line around the CMS IP is shown in Figure 5 for z > 0.
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A discussion of the performance of the CT-PPS tracking and timing detectors is presented. Specifically,
the feasibility is discussed of measuring central exclusive production of dijets through gluon-gluon inter-
action, and central exclusive production of W boson pairs in two-photon interactions, in the experimental
conditions foreseen for Run 2.

A brief description of the beam optics is provided in Section 2.1, details of the simulated samples are
given in Section 2.2, detector acceptance and resolution are presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The
estimate of the machine-induced background is described in Section 2.6, and the RP alignment in Sec-
tion 2.7. Finally, the sensitivity of CT-PPS to the two reference physics processes mentioned above is
discussed in Section 2.8.

2.1 Beam optics

The proposed forward tracking and timing detector stations are to be installed in the regions located at
approximately z=204 m and z=215 m from the IP, in both beam directions downstream of the central
detector. Protons that have lost energy in the primary interaction emerge laterally after passing through
the bending magnets. At z=204-215 m one can detect protons that have lost a few percent (' 3� 20%)
of the initial beam energy.

The trajectory of protons produced with transverse position (x⇤, y⇤) and angle (⇥⇤
x,⇥⇤

y) at the IP location
(the ’⇤’ superscript indicates the IP location at IP5) is described by the equation

~d = T · ~d⇤ , (2.1)

where the vector ~d = (x,⇥x, y,⇥y,�p/p) and T is the transport matrix; p and �p denote the nominal
beam momentum and the proton longitudinal momentum loss, respectively. The transport matrix is
defined by the optical functions as:

T =
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where the magnification vx,y =
p

�x,y/�⇤ cos ��x,y, and the effective length Lx,y =
p

�x,y�⇤ sin��x,y

are functions of the betatron amplitude �x,y and the relative phase advance up to the RP location
��x,y =

R RP
IP

ds
�(s)x,y

. Together with the dispersion Dx,y (where nominally Dy = 0), they are of particu-
lar importance for the reconstruction of the proton kinematics. In these studies, a proton beam energy of
6.5 TeV with the LHC standard optics files (v6.5) is used.

Figure 4 shows the values of the effective lengths in x and y (Lx and Ly) and the corresponding disper-
sions (Dx and Dy) as a function of ⇠ = �p/p (momentum loss of the surviving proton) at the detector
location at z=204 m. These values, together with the beam widths and divergences, determine accep-
tance and resolution for the proton kinematic variables t (four-momentum transfer squared) and ⇠. In
the present study, no uncertainty in the optical function is assumed. Once data-taking starts, the optical
functions (and their resolutions) will be determined from the beam optics actually used for any given fill,
according to the method discussed in Ref. [1].

The configuration of the LHC beam-line around the CMS IP is shown in Figure 5 for z > 0.
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Figure 4 shows the values of the effective lengths in x and y (Lx and Ly) and the corresponding disper-
sions (Dx and Dy) as a function of ⇠ = �p/p (momentum loss of the surviving proton) at the detector
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the present study, no uncertainty in the optical function is assumed. Once data-taking starts, the optical
functions (and their resolutions) will be determined from the beam optics actually used for any given fill,
according to the method discussed in Ref. [1].
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2 Detector and Physics Performance

A discussion of the performance of the CT-PPS tracking and timing detectors is presented. Specifically,
the feasibility is discussed of measuring central exclusive production of dijets through gluon-gluon inter-
action, and central exclusive production of W boson pairs in two-photon interactions, in the experimental
conditions foreseen for Run 2.

A brief description of the beam optics is provided in Section 2.1, details of the simulated samples are
given in Section 2.2, detector acceptance and resolution are presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The
estimate of the machine-induced background is described in Section 2.6, and the RP alignment in Sec-
tion 2.7. Finally, the sensitivity of CT-PPS to the two reference physics processes mentioned above is
discussed in Section 2.8.
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The proposed forward tracking and timing detector stations are to be installed in the regions located at
approximately z=204 m and z=215 m from the IP, in both beam directions downstream of the central
detector. Protons that have lost energy in the primary interaction emerge laterally after passing through
the bending magnets. At z=204-215 m one can detect protons that have lost a few percent (' 3� 20%)
of the initial beam energy.

The trajectory of protons produced with transverse position (x⇤, y⇤) and angle (⇥⇤
x,⇥⇤

y) at the IP location
(the ’⇤’ superscript indicates the IP location at IP5) is described by the equation

~d = T · ~d⇤ , (2.1)

where the vector ~d = (x,⇥x, y,⇥y,�p/p) and T is the transport matrix; p and �p denote the nominal
beam momentum and the proton longitudinal momentum loss, respectively. The transport matrix is
defined by the optical functions as:
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are functions of the betatron amplitude �x,y and the relative phase advance up to the RP location
��x,y =

R RP
IP
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. Together with the dispersion Dx,y (where nominally Dy = 0), they are of particu-
lar importance for the reconstruction of the proton kinematics. In these studies, a proton beam energy of
6.5 TeV with the LHC standard optics files (v6.5) is used.

Figure 4 shows the values of the effective lengths in x and y (Lx and Ly) and the corresponding disper-
sions (Dx and Dy) as a function of ⇠ = �p/p (momentum loss of the surviving proton) at the detector
location at z=204 m. These values, together with the beam widths and divergences, determine accep-
tance and resolution for the proton kinematic variables t (four-momentum transfer squared) and ⇠. In
the present study, no uncertainty in the optical function is assumed. Once data-taking starts, the optical
functions (and their resolutions) will be determined from the beam optics actually used for any given fill,
according to the method discussed in Ref. [1].

The configuration of the LHC beam-line around the CMS IP is shown in Figure 5 for z > 0.
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1. Absolute alignment using dedicated low-luminosity runs 
■ Beam-based alignment between LHC collimators and RPs (rate 

monitoring with BLMs of beam edge scraping pots) 
■ Relative RP alignment: determine positions and rotations of each 

sensor using overlap between horizontal and vertical RPs. Use 
track-hit residuals within each station 

■ Absolute alignment w.r.t beam using elastic-scattering events 

2. Fill-by-fill alignment of standard high-luminosity runs  
■ RPs move and beam position can change so need to 

redetermine each fill 
■ Match proton track positions of inclusive sample of proton 

triggered by central detectors to those from alignment runs 

PPS detectors alignment
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General alignment technique developed and extensively used by the TOTEM Collaboration,
adapted to high-luminosity operation mode

Absolute Roman Pots alignment using dedicated low-intensity bunches (alignment runs):

beam-based absolute alignment between LHC collimators and RPs (rate monitoring with
BLMs of beam edge scraping with pots)
use pp æ pp scattering events with both horizontal and vertical pots inserted very close to
the beam to extract absolute and relative (in overlapping regions) per-pot alignments (incl.
rotations)

Per-LHC fill pots alignment:

one-dimensional match of hit distributions in inclusive proton sample from high-luminosity fills
and from alignment run

Full documentation of the technique: CERN-TOTEM-NOTE-2017-001
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General alignment technique developed and extensively used by the TOTEM Collaboration,
adapted to high-luminosity operation mode

Absolute Roman Pots alignment using dedicated low-intensity bunches (alignment runs):

beam-based absolute alignment between LHC collimators and RPs (rate monitoring with
BLMs of beam edge scraping with pots)
use pp æ pp scattering events with both horizontal and vertical pots inserted very close to
the beam to extract absolute and relative (in overlapping regions) per-pot alignments (incl.
rotations)

Per-LHC fill pots alignment:

one-dimensional match of hit distributions in inclusive proton sample from high-luminosity fills
and from alignment run

Full documentation of the technique: CERN-TOTEM-NOTE-2017-001
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CERN-TOTEM-NOTE-2017-001

Alignment procedure performed in 2 steps

3.2 Physics fills 5

Finally, the alignment of CT–PPS with respect to the beam is performed, again with data from
the dedicated fill. A sample of several thousand elastic scattering events, pp ! pp, is used for
that purpose. The LHC optics causes the elastic hit distribution in any vertical RP to have an
elliptical shape centered on the beam position. This symmetry is exploited to determine the
position of the RP with respect to the beam.

The uncertainties in the results of the procedure just discussed are 5 mrad for rotations, 50 µm
for horizontal shifts, and 75 µm for vertical shifts.

3.2 Physics fills

Since the RPs move, and the beam position can change, the position of CT–PPS with respect
to the beam needs to be redetermined for each fill. The physics fills are characterized by high
intensity with only the horizontal RPs inserted at much larger distances (about 15 s) from the
beam than in the alignment fill, and therefore a different procedure is employed.

The horizontal alignment is based on the assumption that the scattered protons from a pp
collision at the IP have the same kinematic distributions in all fills. Given the stability of the
LHC conditions (RP positions, collimator setting, magnet currents, and beam orbit), this leads
to the spatial distributions of the track impact points observed in the RPs (Section 4.2). The
alignment is then achieved by matching these distributions from a physics fill to those from
the alignment fill. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4. For this method to work,
it is important to suppress the background due to secondary interactions taking place between
the IP and the RPs. To this end, the correlation between the coordinates of the horizontal hit
positions in the near and far RPs is used. The total uncertainty of the horizontal alignment is
about 150 µm.

CMS+TOTEM 2016,
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Figure 4: Distribution of the track impact points as a function of the horizontal coordinate
for the alignment fill (black points), a physics fill before alignment (blue points), and after
alignment (red points). The beam center is at x = 0 for the black and red points; the x axis
origin is undefined for the blue points. In the alignment procedure the overall normalization of
the histogram is irrelevant; the histograms from different fills are therefore rescaled to compare
their shapes.

The beam vertical position with respect to the sensors is determined by fitting a straight line
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Finally, the alignment of CT–PPS with respect to the beam is performed, again with data from
the dedicated fill. A sample of several thousand elastic scattering events, pp ! pp, is used for
that purpose. The LHC optics causes the elastic hit distribution in any vertical RP to have an
elliptical shape centered on the beam position. This symmetry is exploited to determine the
position of the RP with respect to the beam.

The uncertainties in the results of the procedure just discussed are 5 mrad for rotations, 50 µm
for horizontal shifts, and 75 µm for vertical shifts.

3.2 Physics fills

Since the RPs move, and the beam position can change, the position of CT–PPS with respect
to the beam needs to be redetermined for each fill. The physics fills are characterized by high
intensity with only the horizontal RPs inserted at much larger distances (about 15 s) from the
beam than in the alignment fill, and therefore a different procedure is employed.

The horizontal alignment is based on the assumption that the scattered protons from a pp
collision at the IP have the same kinematic distributions in all fills. Given the stability of the
LHC conditions (RP positions, collimator setting, magnet currents, and beam orbit), this leads
to the spatial distributions of the track impact points observed in the RPs (Section 4.2). The
alignment is then achieved by matching these distributions from a physics fill to those from
the alignment fill. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4. For this method to work,
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“x-to-›” calibration

Optics matching uses MAD-X modelling
of full beamline optical components
(quadrupole strengths, RPs/BPMs
positions, . . . )
Dispersion calibration uses the vertical
pinch point Ly(›0) = 0 at which vertical
impact points spread is minimal.
Final result is a (non-linear) calibration of
› vs. the measured track x position:

x = Dx (›) · ›

Overall uncertainty of 5.5% in the Dx (›)
determination procedure

added in quadrature to kinematic
(angular/transverse) tracks kinematic
uncertainties to extract the › resolution
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Full documentation: New J. Phys. 16 (2014) 103041, CERN-TOTEM-NOTE-2017-002
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Full documentation: New J. Phys. 16 (2014) 103041,  
CERN-TOTEM-NOTE-2017-002

■ Significant corrections to nominal optics needed  
■ Use MADX program to model optics of LHC 

■ Includes full beam line optical components 
(quarupole strengths, RPs/BPMs positions, …) 

■ “matching” = tuning model parameters to 
observations in RPs and beam-position monitors. 

■ Dispersion calibration uses the vertical effective 
length pinch point, i.e. Ly(x) = 0 

■ Final result is (non-linear) calibration of ξ vs. the 
measured track position, ξ=Dx(ξ)/x 

Correcting LHC optics and dispersion

MADX

Data



■ Standard Candle, known EWK physics 

■ 9.4 fb-1 of pre-TS2 data from 2016 used 

■ Only 1 proton required to increase acceptance at 
lower masses 

■ Signal is mix of “elastic” (both protons stay intact) 
and single-dissociation (1 proton stays intact) 

■ Fractional momentum loss of proton related to pT and η of 
leptons 

■ Backgrounds mainly from Drell-Yan and double 
proton dissociation 
■ Real dileptons in coincidence with random RP tracks from 

pileup protons or beam backgrounds 
■ Momentum loss not related between PPS and CMS 

central detector 

6.2 Matching central and proton variables 11

pidity gap survival probabilities leads to a fair description of the data for y around zero, but
overestimates the results at more forward/backward rapidities, as is clear from the bottom
panels of Fig. 9. A y dependence of the rapidity gap survival probability is expected in several
models [38, 39].
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Figure 9: Dimuon (left) and dielectron (right) invariant mass (top) and rapidity (bottom), after
all central-detector criteria are applied, in pp collisions at 13 TeV. Points with error bars indicate
the measured data (with statistical uncertainties only), and the stacked histograms show the
different simulated contributions for signal and backgrounds (with statistical uncertainty of
similar size as the data). The lower panel in each plot shows the ratio of the data to the sum of
all signal and background predictions.

6.2 Matching central and proton variables

Events with at least one well-reconstructed proton track in CT–PPS are retained for further
analysis. For each event, the value of the fractional momentum loss of the scattered proton is
estimated from the leptons as:

x(`+`�) =
1p

s

h
pT(`

+)e±h(`+) + pT(`
�)e±h(`�)

i
, (5)

where the two solutions for ±h correspond to the protons moving in the ±z direction.

The formula is exact for exclusive events, but holds also for the single-dissociation case, as illus-
trated with LPAIR simulated events in Fig. 10; in this case only one of the two possible solutions
will correspond to the direction of the intact proton. Studies with LPAIR indicate that a mass
of the dissociating system larger than about 400 GeV is needed in order to produce a deviation

Validating full reconstruction/analysis  
using high mass semi(exclusive) 𝜸𝜸→l+l-
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The analysis in a nutshell

Search for two-photon production of an opposite-charge lepton pair with forward proton
tagging using PPS strips detectors (2016 pre-TS2 dataset, no timing detectors)

Analysis documentation: JHEP 07 (2018) 153 (arXiv:1803.04496 [hep-ex])
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Elastic contribution:
simple QED process, with low theoretical
uncertainty (E-M proton form factors, . . . )

Single-dissociation component (SD):
broader photon virtuality spectrum with
respect to elastic production
highly sensitive to proton survival
probability
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Double-dissociation contribution (DD)
Inclusive contributions: Drell-Yan, VBF,
. . .

both background sources overlaid with
protons from pileup
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The analysis in a nutshell

Search for two-photon production of an opposite-charge lepton pair with forward proton
tagging using PPS strips detectors (2016 pre-TS2 dataset, no timing detectors)

Analysis documentation: JHEP 07 (2018) 153 (arXiv:1803.04496 [hep-ex])
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■ To remove background require 2-σ matching between ξ from central CMS detector and PPS detectors 
■ First observation of semi(exclusive) (two-photon) production of dileptons with tagged protons 

■ 20 matched events (12 µµ + 5 ee), estimated background µµ: 1.49 ± 0.07 (stat.) ± 0.53 (syst.), ee: 2.36 ± 0.09 (stat.) ± 0.47 (syst.) 
■ Combined significance 5.1σ over background only hypothesis 

(Semi)Exclusive 𝜸𝜸→ l+l- results for 2016 data 

12DPF 2019 - Boston - F. Rebassoo
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Figure 11: Correlation between the fractional values of the proton momentum loss measured in
the central dilepton system, x(`+`�), and in the RPs, x(RP), for both RPs in each arm combined.
The 45 (left) and 56 (right) arms are shown. The hatched region corresponds to the kinematical
region outside the acceptance of both the near and far RPs, while the shaded (pale blue) region
corresponds to the region outside the acceptance of the near RP. For the events in which a
track is detected in both, the x value measured at the near RP is plotted. The horizontal error
bars indicate the uncertainty of x(RP), and the vertical bars the uncertainty of x(`+`�). The
events labeled “out of acceptance” are those in which x(`+`�) corresponds to a signal proton
outside the RP acceptance; in these events a background proton is detected with nonmatching
kinematics.
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Figure 12: Expected acceptance regions in the rapidity vs. invariant mass plane overlaid with
the observed dimuon (closed circles) and dielectron (open circles) signal candidate events. The
“double-arm acceptance” refers to exclusive events, pp ! p`+`�p. Following the CMS con-
vention, the positive (negative) rapidity region corresponds to the 45 (56) LHC sector.

of 9.4 fb�1 collected in proton–proton collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV. The Roman Pot alignment
and LHC optics corrections have been determined using a high statistics sample of forward
protons. A total of 12 gg ! µ+µ� and 8 gg ! e+e� events are observed with dilepton
invariant mass larger than 110 GeV, and a forward proton with consistent kinematics. This cor-
responds to an excess larger than five standard deviations over the expected background from
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of 9.4 fb�1 collected in proton–proton collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV. The Roman Pot alignment
and LHC optics corrections have been determined using a high statistics sample of forward
protons. A total of 12 gg ! µ+µ� and 8 gg ! e+e� events are observed with dilepton
invariant mass larger than 110 GeV, and a forward proton with consistent kinematics. This cor-
responds to an excess larger than five standard deviations over the expected background from

This measurement demonstrates that PPS performs according to design specifications

Events matched 
between CMS 
and PPS in Left 
arm (Sector 45)



Prospects: Search for two-photon  
production of a gauge boson pair
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Prospects: γγ→γγ (anomalous 
couplings,resonance searches, etc.)
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motivated by studying in detail the mechanism of electroweak symmetry
breaking, predicted by extradim. models

• Best possible sensitivity at the LHC
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• Several additional physics topics already 
possible with 2016 data and tracking 
detectors 

• Example indirect search: Neutral quartic 
gauge couplings (forbidden in SM) in 
γγ→γγ 

• Expect this channel to provide best 
sensitivity at LHC 

• Also sensitive to resonances: axion-like 
particles, any number of proposed 
explanations for the former “750 GeV 
bump”
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• Several additional physics topics already 
possible with 2016 data and tracking 
detectors 

• Example indirect search: Neutral quartic 
gauge couplings (forbidden in SM) in 
γγ→γγ 

• Expect this channel to provide best 
sensitivity at LHC 

• Also sensitive to resonances: axion-like 
particles, any number of proposed 
explanations for the former “750 GeV 
bump”
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Phys.Rev. D89 (2014) 114004

■ Search for two-photon production of a photon pair (i.e. 
light-by-light scattering) 

■ Probe neutral quartic gauge couplings (forbidden in SM) 
■ Best sensitivity at LHC 

■ Sensitive to resonances: axion-like particles, new particle 
exchanges 

■ Can provide model-independent bounds on massive 
charged particles, only parameterized by spin, mass and 
“effective charge” 

■ Analysis robust against very high pileup, potential even 
for HL-LHC 

S. Fichet et al (2015)

Matching mass from CMS and 
PPS to remove background 



■ For 𝜸𝜸→WW: PPS TDR expectations (100 fb-1) 2 order of magnitude wrt run 1 attempts (arXiv:
1604.04464, arXiv:1607.03745) 

■ For 𝜸𝜸→𝜸Z: Combined dilepton+dijet final states yield 3 order of magnitude lower than inclusive 
limits on Z→𝜸𝜸𝜸 BR (for 300 fb-1, arXiv:1703.10600) 

14DPF 2019 - Boston - F. Rebassoo

Prospects: Search for anomalous 
𝜸𝜸→W+W-, 𝜸𝜸→𝜸Z, 𝜸𝜸→ZZ, … 

Search for anomalous ““ æ W +W ≠, ““ æ “Z , . . .

Addition of timing detectors opens the possibility to probe final states more complex than a
dilepton system, even in a high-ÈµÍ environment

for exclusive W +W ≠ production, PPS TDR expectations (100 fb≠1): 2 orders of magnitude
improvement wrt run 1 attempts (arXiv:1604.04464, arXiv:1607.03745)

for exclusive “Z production, combined dilepton+dijet final states yields 3 orders of magnitude
lower than inclusive limits on Z æ “““ BR (for 300 fb≠1, arXiv:1703.10600)
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Conclusions
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■ PPS operating with high efficiency 
■ Large data set collected during Run 2, over 100 fb-1 
■ Current results highlight understanding of detectors, alignment, and LHC optics 
■ Rich amount of physics capability with PPS: 

■ Probe for anomalous quartic gauge boson couplings 
■ Allows model-independent searches for BSM signatures 
■ Study of Central Exclusive Production (CEP) with gluon-gluon initial processes (e.g. exclusive dijet 

production) 
■ LHC run 3 preparation ongoing:  

■ Similar location of detectors and similar detector technologies with 1 additional timing station on each 
side of CMS 



Backup Slides
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Roman Pots in beam tunnel

17DPF 2019 - Boston - F. Rebassoo

(CMS-TOTEM) Precision Proton Spectrometer (2017)

Outgoing protons

Incoming protons

CMS

Roman Pots

• Roman Pot (RP) = movable beam-pipe insertion, “container” for sensors

� impedance reduction: ferrite shielding (left), circular design (right)
• left: RP station = 2 units (“near” and “far”, separated by few meters)
right: RP unit = 1 horizontal, 2 vertical RPs

horizontal RP BPM

top RP

bottom RP

J. Ka�par Seminar at CTU Prague 8 Jan 2019 6



RP for timing stations
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DIS 2019 – Torino – A. Vilela Pereira �20

RP for tracking stations RP for timing stations

Each unit includes 3 RPs (1 horizontal and 2 
vertical for alignment runs only). 

The tracking RPs are equipped with a thin 
window 150 μm thick towards the beam. The CT-PPS RPs are inserted at ~15σ from the 

LHC beam in standard high luminosity fills.

RF shield

Only one inserted 
for high lumi runs

New cylindrical design to host larger detectors 
and reduce the impedance and increase 
available space.

•The timing RPs are equipped with a 300 μm thick 
window towards the beam.
•The thickness is required to compensate the pressure 
gradient on the larger window. 

•No vertical stations needed because the alignment is 
done by propagating tracks from the tracking stations.

Horizontal

Bottom

Top

Set of movable detectors to approach the beam.

Roman Pot stations



■ Pitch 66 µm 
■ Strips oriented at 45 degrees wrt. edge facing beam, 512 strips per plane 
■ Cut edge: insensitive margin only ~50 µm  
■ Operated at -20° C, bias voltage ~ 100 V 
■ 5+5 planes per RP (2 strip orientations for 2D reconstruction) 

Tracking: Si Strips

19DPF 2019 - Boston - F. Rebassoo

Tracker sensors : Si strips (TOTEM)

• pitch 66 µm
• strips oriented at 45� wrt. edge facing beam
• cut edge ! insensitive margin only ⇡ 50 µm
• operated at �20 �C, bias voltage ⇡ 100 V
• 5+5 planes per RP (2 strip orientations for 2D reconstruction)

VFAT chips

cut edge

str
ip 

dir
ect

ion

J. Ka�par Seminar at CTU Prague 8 Jan 2019 9



Tracking: Silicon pixels
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Tracker sensors : Si pixels

• 3D technology ! radiation hardness
• pixel size 100 x 150 µm ! tracking e�ciency
• insensitive edge 200 µm ! little acceptance loss
• 6 planes per RP
� planes tilted by 18� for improved resolution

J. Ka�par Seminar at CTU Prague 8 Jan 2019 10

Hit residuals for single planes are evaluated with respect to the local track reconstructed in the pixel RP.

Residuals are consistent with those obtained at the beam tests.       
The pixel tracker works as expected. Track resolution under final evaluation.

Pixel detector -  Hit residual

17um

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary

�27
CMS DP 2017/062

■ 3D technology chosen because 
of intrinsic radiation hardness 
and possibility for slim edges 

■ pixel size 100 x 150 µm 
■ Insensitive edge 200 µm 
■ 6 planes per RP 

■ Planes tilted by 18 degrees for improved 
resolution  

■ Pixel tracker works as expected 

■ Run at -20° C and in vacuum 
(pressure < 20 mbar)  

■ Readout chip and front-end 
electronics as for CMS Phase 1 
pixel upgrade 

■ Pixel tracker works as 
expected 

■ Residuals consistent with those obtained 
with beam test 



Timing detector

�28

Each timing station hosts 3 scCVD diamond (σt ~ 80 ps) 
and one Ultra Fast Silicon Detector (σt ~ 30 ps) planes. 
Digitization is done with NINO chip + HPTDC.

Plane 0 - diamond Plane 1 - diamond

Plane 2 - diamond Plane 3 - UFSD

Timing detectors 2017

21DPF 2019 - Boston - F. Rebassoo

�29

Hit map as measured in the strips requiring a coincidence with timing detectors.

CMS-TOTEM 
Preliminary 2017

CMS-TOTEM 
Preliminary 2017

CMS-TOTEM 
Preliminary 2017

CMS-TOTEM 
Preliminary 2017

Hit on timing detector 
SEC45_220C_PLN0

Hit on timing detector 
SEC45_220C_PLN1

Hit on timing detector 
SEC45_220C_PLN2

Hit on timing detector 
SEC45_220C_PLN3
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PPS tracking detectors 2018
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DIS 2019 – Torino – A. Vilela Pereira

CT-PPS Strip SEC45 
220F_tp

CT-PPS Pixel SEC45 
220F_hr

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary 2018

CT-PPS Pixel SEC45 
210F_hr

CT-PPS Strip SEC45 
220F_bt

CT-PPS Strip SEC45 
210F_bt

CT-PPS Strip SEC45 
210F_tp

PPS detectors (2018)
CT-PPS Strip SEC56 
210F_tp

CT-PPS Strip SEC56 
220F_tp

CT-PPS Pixel SEC56 
210F_hr

CT-PPS Strip SEC56 
220F_bt

CT-PPS Strip SEC56 
210F_bt

CMS-TOTEM Preliminary 2018

CT-PPS Pixel SEC56 
220F_hr

Sector 45 Sector 56
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�8
Data collected during the alignment run in April 2018 
x-y coordinates relative to an arbitrary system of reference 

CMS DP 2018/021
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DIS 2019 – Torino – A. Vilela Pereira �22

PPS detectors (2017)
TO
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3D Pixels 3D Pixels

Sector 45 Sector 56

CMS DP 2017/061

PPS tracking detectors 2017



■ PPS ROC same as in layers 2-3-4 of CMS central pixel detector 
■ Chip not optimized for non-uniform irradiation  
■ After several irradiation test, understood that non-uniform irradiation causes a difference between 

the analog current supplied to the most and least irradiated pixed 
■ Net result is amplified signal is slowed and associated to following 25 ns clock window (BX) 
■ Effects appears after an irradiation compatible with collected integrated luminosity ~8 fb-1. To 

mitigate the impact on data quality, tracking stations have been lifted during 2017 TS2 to shift 
occupancy maximum away from the damaged region.  

Readout chip radiation damage

24DPF 2019 - Boston - F. Rebassoo

Readout chip radiation damage
The ROC used in CT-PPS is the same as that in layers 2-3-4 of the CMS 

central pixel detector.
The chip was not optimised for non-uniform irradiation.
After several irradiation tests, it has been understood that a non-uniform 

irradiation causes a difference between the analog current supplied to the 
most and the least irradiated pixels.

The net result is that the amplified signal is slowed down and is associated to 
the following 25 ns clock window (BX):

The irradiation studies showed that the effect appears after an irradiation 
compatible with a collected integrated luminosity ~8 fb-1. To mitigate the 
impact on the data quality, the tracking stations have been lifted during the 
2017 Technical Stop 2 (TS2) to shift the occupancy maximum away from the 
damaged region.
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PPS timing measurement
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Detector acceptance vs. β*
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Introduction: RP Projects at IP5

Complementary project (not covered here):

Operation at high β∗ (19 m, 90 m, > 1 km),
Low - medium lumi. (< 6 pb-1/day), special runs
all diffractive masses

Operation at low β∗ (< 1 m),
high luminosity (O(fb-1/day)), standard runs
diffractive masses > ~300 GeV

Timing Measurements in the 
Vertical Roman Pots of the 
TOTEM Experiment

Tracking and thin diamond timing 
detectors
in vertical Roman Pots

CMS-TOTEM Precision Proton 
Spectrometer (CT-PPS):

Tracking and Timing detectors
in horizontal Roman Pots

Æ general CT-PPS talk by M. Gallinaro
in this workshop[CERN-LHCC-2014-021]

β* = 0.55 m  (low β* = standard at LHC) β* = 90 m  (special development for RP runs)

Hit maps of simulated diffractive events for 2 optics configurations
Detector acceptance vs β*
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Introduction: RP Projects at IP5

kinematic redundancy proton system – central system, e.g. MX
2 = ξ1 ξ2 s 

Process in Focus: Central Production:
(ξ1)

(ξ2)

• Tagging with double-arm proton detection

• Operation at pileup levels µ > ~0.15 : correlation proton vertex – central event vertex 
via proton time-of-flight difference

• Acceptance and luminosity depend on beam optics:

X = high ET jets, Z, WW, ZZ,   measured in central CMS detectors

i, j = photon, Pomeron / Odderon (gluonic) exchanges

β* = 0.55 m β* = 90 m

*

1
β

∝L

M. Deile, 2015
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Additional Physics Prospects
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Even more prospects
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Composite Higgs,  
Anomalous gauge-Higgs couplings 

JHEP 1407 (2014) 149 
Phys.Rev. D90 (2014) no.1, 015035 

JHEP 1403 (2014) 102 
Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl. 179-180 (2008) 104-108

Extra Dimensions 
Phys.Rev. D85 (2012) 014006 

JHEP 1009 (2010) 042  
Phys.Rev. D80 (2009) 075009 
Phys.Rev. D84 (2011) 095002 

JHEP 1403 (2014) 102

SUSY 
Phys.Lett. B328 (1994) 369-373 

Phys.Rev. D53 (1996) 2371-2379 
Phys.Rev. D50 (1994) 2335-2338

Magnetic monopoles 
Eur.Phys.J. C62 (2009) 587-592 
Phys.Rev. D57 (1998) 6599-6603 

Eur.Phys.J.Plus 127 (2012) 60  
Eur.Phys.J. A39 (2009) 213-217

top FCNCs/anomalous couplings 
Phys.Rev. D92 (2015) no.1, 014006 

Nucl.Phys. B897 (2015) 289-301

4th generation 
Int.J.Mod.Phys. A26 (2011) 3605-3613

Excited leptons 
Phys.Rev. D81 (2010) 115002 Unparticles 

JHEP 0909 (2009) 069

Doubly-charged particles 
Phys.Rev. D76 (2007) 075013 

Phys.Rev. D95 (2017) no.5, 055020 
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Technicolor 
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Charged Higgs 
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Plus many more BSM scenarios possible in γγ  
interactions at the LHC - incomplete selection of examples:
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